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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
MASTERS OF ARCHITECTURE THESIS 
KiTTi WONG S 0 9 0 8 3 4 9 0 

WITH GROWING CONCERNS OVER THE GLOBAL ISSUES OF OUR ENVIRONMENT, IT HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MOST 
CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS OF THE 21 ST CENTURY - THE DEBATE OF THE EFFECTS OF GLOBAL W A R M I N G A N D THE 
SPECULATIONS OVER ITS SIGNIFICANCE. 
THE SCENARIO TAKES PLACE THIS VERY CENTURY IN THE YEAR OF 2050. A SUDDEN UNEXPECTED NEWS BREAKS OUT INTO 
THE PUBLIC THAT DUE TO UNFORESEEN BLIPS IN THE DATA OF ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION A N D THERMAL EXPANSION 
OF THE SEA, THE ANTARCTIC ICE CAP IS A N D IS ALREADY MELTING AWAY AT A N UNANTICIPATED SPEED. THE EVENT IS 
HAPPENING AT SUCH A RAPID RATE THAT WITHIN THE NEXT 50 YEARS ALL 2.5 KILOMETRES THICK, 30 MILL ION CUBIC 
KILOMETRES OF ICE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE WATER CAUSING AN OVERALL RISE OF 6 0 M . 
MY THESIS WILL LOOK INTO THE VARIOUS SCENARIOS THAT COULD ARISE SUCH SITUATIONS, PROVIDING A REGIONAL 
CONTINGENCY PLAN TO DEAL WITH THE CATASTROPHIC FLOOD OVER A PERIOD OF 50 YEARS PROVIDING 6 SCENARIOS 
EVERY 10 YEARS AS WELL AS TACKLING THE ISSUE OF A B U N D A N T FRESH WATER, WHICH BY THEN WILL BECOME THE 
IMPERATIVE FACTOR OF THE EQUATION. THE PROTAGONIST OF THIS PROJECT IS THE FLOOD, THE SUPREMACY OF IT WILL 
LEAD TO GREAT CHANGES, SOME BAD, SOME BIZARRE A N D SOME"UTOPIAN-ESQUE". 
HONG KONG'S URBAN FABRIC IS COMPLEX; A 3 D IMENSIONAL MESH THAT HOLDS EXEMPLAR MODERN URBAN PLANNING 
IDEALS. INFRASTRUCTURE WILL BE EVOLVED; ITS ROLE WILL INEVITABLY NO LONGER SUSTAIN AT ITS CURRENT ORDER, M A N 
WILL BE FORCEDTO MIGRATE, LIVING HABITS WILL FOREVER BE ALTERED. THE ENTIRE CITY ORGANIZATION WILL INSTANTLY 
CHANGE FOREVER; SO REVOLUTIONARY IT BECOMES CONTAGIOUS ON ALL STRATA OF LIFE. HEALTH, CULTURE,THE SOCIAL 
WELL-BEING A N D T H E ENVIRONMENT WILL BE MUTUALLY COMPREHENSIVE A N D CHALLENGE TO THE EXTREME LEVELS. 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
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Terror stikes as new found 
data sends warning bells 
of expected catastrophe 
within the years to come "Things that normally happen in geological time are happening during the span of a numan lifetime." 
Artists Imoiession 
What , i conf i rmed 
to be actual facts according fo the top 10 
(eadfng univetsiry research centres of tho 
world. The most shockif-jg news of the century 
the World has come face to face with, panic and 
tcHTor has stnirk the very t>est of the cirizens 
globally, The UN most tecently held a piess 
I the Chinese University of Hong 
to discuss their latest piati of 
included officials 
The latest f igtj ies are in, by 2300, 5 0 y e ^ s t r o m 
now. the AnTsrtic k e Caps wou ld have 
completely metted. The cause is still under 
questtom. Department of Hydrology and Earth 
ScierKe believe the frequent heat waves 
incidents across the norther hemisphere could 
jnftr i f t 'd 
technology w i th high 
unexpUined —— 
that sin 
m o i t of rheheal , ^ 
the oceans in what we caii 
on Oigildl GIS 
sensitivity show 
it very p l a i 
nnot ifetair 
Earth covered by water equals appiox imdte ly 
358, 000, 000 Sq km, it the Antarctic ice rap 
mel ted The rise In sea level wou ld be calculated 
by (Volume Wdtei In Antartcl ice cap)/ (Area 
covered WiTh water； equahnq to approximately 
60m rise in nea level. 
Could this event be t h e c a u s t r o p h e predicted 
act»ons have decieved the very 
siir vival? 
Man has to uni te for this hght for survival 
against nature and coexist autonomously. 
CoufIfries aie now against the dock to 
leconstruct their nat ioDwide inf iast tuctute l o 
cope wi th the expected inaease of water 
w i th in the half century l o come. 
"The most prominent issues Hong Kong has to 
face H that the urban fabric does not deal w i th 
problems of flooding, the current infrastructure 
is already al such an advanced slag*?, tin- city is 
flood proof for the next 50 to 200 years in even 
the most prone. New Terfitories." Head 
Engineer Mr. Wong of DSD HK, 
current precautions ahead of t ime, however 
w i th the Antarctic Ice Cao catasUoohe it Is t ime 
"Fresh water is no doubt the new oil. Hong 
Kong's supply romes from the of 
China, when rho sea level rises to tho expected 
levei of 6001, disaster hits 丨 l one run, the 
Shenzhen reservoir conlainir>q 80% of Hona 
Kongs watei wil l be romplere ly w ippd o u r 
Katy Yeung of WSO Hong Kong goes ort 
tha i ' i f the Shenzhen reservoir 
survives the flood, the fresh water wiH be 
contained wilf>in the impound ing reservoirs in 
Hong Kong. Ot the t w o largest, PIcwer Cove and 
High Island one of them has a crest level of only 
43.SmPD, substantially lower lhati expected 
rise. Fills could mean mix ing of tiesh and raw- a 
disaster in which all water for disrr lbut ion will 
be af fected" 
Hong Kong is current ly wcrk inq on a 
cont ingency plan, o i ip that K to t>o taken into 
action every 10 ye^rs to evolve exist ing 
infrastructure to accomodate the changes 
cUfiefUly unck^rgoing wi th in the fabfic. Main 
issue ot tackle is housing, w i th high percentage 
l iv ing undet the 60m line, government needs to 
pu t t i ng the dt izens in homos. 
p e s ^ i t e ef for ts of c o n ^ o l j i n p The j lopd . the m ^ i n i^^su^ tha t 〒 n e e d j o pu t p j i o t i s ^d js h o w w^ .can recover f r om 
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS 
• MESSINA EARTHQUAKE 70,0000 00000 OEAC 
WTAND 
W^VERf 
• TUflKEMJNSTAN EARTHQUAKE 
• us 1 Mt山ON )N DAMAGES 
m M i ^ M n 
1992 - HURmCAf€ ANWEWCAT. 5 S7KIK6S BAHAMAS 
1995-WEEK LONG HEATWAVE 丨N CHICAGO 
1998 • HURRICANE MITCH STWKES CENTRAL AMERICA 
2000 • AUSTRALIA'S WORSE DftOLKSHT 
a i M i i f c w 
CHANGES 
EARTH COVERED BY WATER EQUALS APPROXIMATELY 
358,000,000SQ KM, IFTHE ANTARCTIC ICECAP MELTED 
THE RISE IN SEA LEVEL W O U L D BE CALCULATED BY 
(VOLUME WATER IN ANTARCTIC ICE CAP)/ (AREA 
COVERED WITH WATER) = APPROXIMATELY 6 0 M 
RISE IN SEA LEVEL THE UN'S A N N O U N C E M E N T IN 
2008 DECLARED THAT THERE WAS SIGNIFICANT 
REDUCTION OUT OF THE 30 GLACIERS; THE CHANGE 
IN WAS SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER T H A N THAT OF T W O 
YEARS AGO. _ 
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BY 2100, IT IS LIKELY THAT A RISE OF 0.5M WILL OCCUR AS A RESULT OF GLOBAL WARMING-THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION, 
WARMING OF THE SEA AND GREENHOUSE GASES. GIVEN BY THE UNCERTAINTIES AND RECENT OCCURANCES OF THE NATURAL 
DISASTERS, IT IS PREDICTED THAT, SHOULD THE ENTIRE ANTARTIC ICE CAP MELT COMPLETELY (HIGHLY SPECULATED), A STAGGERING 60M 
RISE WILL TAKE PLACE AFFECTING ALL GLOBAL NATIONS IN A FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL. 
PRECEDENCE LOOKS CLOSELY INTO THE CURRENT INTERVENTIONS ADOPTED BY HOLLAND, VENICE, CHINA AND WORKSHOPS ON THE 
NEW JERSEY UPPER SHORE. IT IS ENVITABLE THAT WITH SUCH MAGNITUDE OF DISASTER FOLLOWS SERIOUS AFTERMATH, QUESTIONS OF 
HEIRACHY, SOLUTIONS, RELATIONSHIPS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS WILL NEED TO BE PRIORITIZED. 
THE PROCESS IS OF UTOPIAN TRANSFORMATION IN WHICH SHOULD EXPLORE THE PHASES REQUIRED AS WELL AS THE COMPONENTS TO 
EASE THE CITY'S RECOVERY. 
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1898 SATELLITE TOWNS 
GARDEN CITY - EBENEEZER HOWARD 
32,000/6000 ACS LINKED BY RAIL 
NEW HOUSING FOR CIVILISATION MAXIMUM PRESSURE ARE 
1932 BROADACRES RL.WRIGHT 1969 PLUG IN CITY- ARCHIGRAM 
SAFF ONLY AUTOMOBILE PERSISTS BIOMFCHANICALTECHNO UTOPIA 
1920'S RUSSIAN CONSTRUCTIVISIIS 
SOVIET PAVILION - MELNIKOV 
TATLIN'STOWER -VLADILINTATLIN 
mALIAN 卜LHUKm SANT'ELIA 
TRAINSTATION, PODIUM,TOWER 
1960S MtTABOLISM JAPAN 
TOKYO BAY-KEN20TANGE 
CITY IN THE AIR 
VILLE SPATIALE - YONA FRIEDMANFUN PALACE - CEDRIC PRICE 
AVOIDING THE GROUND MOBILE, FAST" CHEAP 
1 9 6 9 M O D t R N I S M 
SUPERSTUOlO - NON STOP CITY 
PERSONAL FREEDOM 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
A COMPLEX SYSTEM SUCH AS A CITY CAN ONLY 
TAKE A N D ABSORB IN SO M U C H AT A CERTAIN TIME, 
"WE HAVE A TENDENCY TO FORGET THAT CHANGES 
IN LIFESTYLE A N D EXPECTATION HAPPEN AT VERY 
DIFFERENT RATES T H A N CHANGES TO THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT"HONGKONGISAMULTID IMENSIONAL 
CITY, WHICH A SUPER MODERN TAKE ON THE SOCIAL, 
ECONOMICAL A N D POLITICAL SPHERES, ITS TACKLE 
TO DENSITY GIVES IT A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE ECONOMIC INNOVATION A N D THE CULTURAL 
A N D ARCHITECTURAL INNOVATION. H O W IS OUT 
WORLD ORGANIZEDTODAY? ECOSYSTEMS SUPPORT 
H U M A N EXISTENCE, BY PROVIDING SERVICES 
THAT INCLUDE THE FLOW OF MATERIALS, ENERGY 
A N D INFORMATION FROM THE BIOSPHERE." IT IS 
THEREFORE BY DESIGN;THE SYNTHESIS OF THE CITY 
ISDEVELOPED AS A W H O L E . 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE K i m WONG 
THECHREOD 
CATASTROPHE THEORY A N D THE EPIGENETIC DEVELOPMENT 
A N D THE CONCEPT OF T H E C H R E O D BYSANFORD KWINTER 
THE CHREOD IS A SYSTEM THAT GATHERS THE INFORMATION 
A N D INFLUENCESTHE NECESSARY FOR ITTO MAKE ITSELF W H A T 
IT IS. THESE CHREODS LEAD TO THE THEORY OF FORMATION 
IN WHICH "SPACE IS DEELPLY IMPLICATED BOTH IN ITS GENEISIS 
A N D ITS PRODUCT- A CONFIGURATION SPACE OF CONCEPTUAL 
LANDSCAPE CONTAINING ALL POSSIBLE POINTS OF DECISION 
WITHIN THE DESIGN OF A STRUCTURE OR THE GROWTH OF AN 
ORGANISM OR SYSTEM". THE CHROED CAN BE EXPRESSED AS A 
D IAGRAM OR ALGORITHM AS SANDFORD KWINTER DESCRIBES 
IT IS COMPLEX "SECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT REFLECTING 
THE FIGURES OF TIME". . .THE CHREOD TELLS YOU GENERAL 
PARAMETERS THAT A SHAPE WILL TAKE ON WHICH ARE FULLY 
SPECIFIC TO BE EXACT. ONE EXAMPLE W O U L D BE SMILE, 
T H O U G H A PERSON AGES FROM BIRTH TO DEATH, THERE IS A 
SAME REGULATORY CHREOD- IT REMAINS "RECONGNIZABLE AS 















'ARCHITECTURE IS A VITAL PENETRATION OF A MULTH 
LAYERED, MYSTERIOUS, EVOLVED A N D STRUCTURED 
REALITY. AGAIN A N D AGAIN IT DEMANDS RECOGNITION OF 
THE GENIUS LOCI OUT OF WHICH IT GROWS. ARCHITECTURE 
IS NO LONGER A TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMPRESSION BUT 
IS BECOMING EXPERIENCE OF CORPOREAL A N D SPATIAL 
REALITY, ACHIEVED BY WALKING AROUND A N D ENTERING 
INTO... THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN DONE 
AWAY WITH. . . ARCHITECTURE IS THE ENVELOPING A N D 
SHELTERING OFTHE INDIVIDUAL, A N D HENCE A FULFILMENT 
AND A DEEPENING： 
R. GIESELMANN & O. MATTHIAS LINGERS 
D Y S T O P I C I N F R A S T R U C T U R E KITTI W O N G 
"THE SPECTACLE' 
"THIS ARCHITECTURE OF SPECTACLE IS IN FACT A N A-TOPIA, 
AS DIETER HASSENPFLUG HAS OBSERVED: A-TOPIAS ARETHE 
NEW FORM OF PSEUDO-UTOPIAS. THEY ARE REAL A N D AT 
THE SAME TIME W I T H O U T SITE: THEY ARE POTENTIALLY EVE-
RYWHERE A N D ATTHE SAMETIME NOWHERE. WHEREAS THE 
UTOPIAS, OF WHICH DREAMS ARE MADE, CREATE A N IMAGE 
OF A BETTER LIFE IN THE SPACE A N D TIME OF A NOWHERE, 
A-TOPIAS PROLIFERATE IN THE HERE A N D NOW, CREATIONS 
M A D E OF STEEL, GLASS, CONCRETE, CHLOROPHYLL A N D WA-
TER, OR HARDWARE A N D SOFTWARE, BITS A N D BYTES, IN OR-
DER TO TAKE CONTROL OF DREAMS." 
DANIEL HASSENPFLUG 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
KITTI W O N G 
INTERVENTION OF THE SMALL TO REVEAL THE BIG 
DIALOGUE BETWEEN SOCIAL AND ARCHITECTURE 
SMALL SCALE BIG CHANGE 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
RESTORE TO THE ORDER 
HOUSING 
DURABLE GOODS 
1 MISC. SERVICES 
CLOTHING + FOOTWEAR 
TRANSPORT 
H O N G KONG'S URBAN FABRIC IS COMPLEX; A 3 D I M E N S I O N A L MESH 
THAT HOLDS EXEMPLAR M O D E R N URBAN P L A N N I N G IDEALS 
7.061 BILLION AS OF MID 2010 
F F T F N N G G ! 
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GENIUS LOCI, THE FUNCTIONAL NORMS LOOK AT THE 'NOTION OF EXISTENTIAL FOOTHOLD： THE PURPOSE 
OF ARCHITECTURE LINKS CLOSELY TO DWELLINGS. M A N DWELLS WHEN HE IS ABLE TO IDENTIFY A N D 
ORIENTATE HIMSELF IN THAT SPACE A N D CREATE UNDERSTANDING A N D MEANING WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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IF MERE SURVIVAL, MERE CONTINUANCE, IS OF INTEREST, THEN THE HARDER SORTS OF ROCKS, 
GRANITE, HAVE TO BE PUT AT THE TOP OF THE LIST ASTHE MOST SUCCESSFUL AMONG MACROSCOPIC EN-
.BUT THE ROCK'S WAY OF STAYING IN THE GAME IS DIFFERENT FROM THE WAY OF LIVING THINGS. 
ROCK, WE MAY SAY, RESIST CHANGE, IT STAYS PUT, UNCHANGING. THE LIVING THING ESCAPES 
CHANGE OR BY INCORPORATING CHANGE INTO ITS OWN BEING -GREGORY BATESON. 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
SCENARIO SETTING 
SEVERAL SCEN3 CATASTROPHE 
"MAN WALKS IN A STRAIGHT LINE BECAUSE 
HE HAS A GOAL AND KNOWS WHERE HE IS 
GOING" -LE CORBUSIER 
NO C H A N G E 
+ V E 
C L E A N UP 
V 
- V E 





DO NOTHING APPROACH 
CITY ROTS. CITY SUFFERS 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
ROTTING CITY 
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WARMING UP. MELTING DOWN. 
IT'S TOO CLOSE 
FOR COMFORT 
Anger stikes as new found 
data sends warning bells 
of expected catastrophe 
wi th in the years to come 
"Things that normally happen in geological time 
happening during the span of a human lifetime." 
KOWLOOM SOUTH KOWtOON WEST 
J、 
/ 
60M RISE INSEALEVEU 
D Y S T O P I C I N F R A S T R U C T U R E KITTI W O N G 
DESIGN BRIEF 
SCENARIO FOR DURING THE 5 YEARS OF THE FLOOD WHERE HONG KONG. 
COMPONENTS OF "GREEN PLUG-INS"W1LL BE INTRODUCED AT A LEVEL IN WHICH EACH AND BUILDING WILL ADOPT AND RESPONDTO-
〒 = U P P O R T NG INFRASTRUCTURE RELYING ON E X B N A L SOURCES WORKING IN FRAGMENTS ：丁 二 N FOR CERTAIN 
TIME PERIODS THE SPECIAL STUDIES TAKES A ZOOM IN LOOK AT THE "PORTAL" AN ENTITY THAT WILL CREATE MANY DIFFERENT 
C O = 丨二二S=1?FERENTT=ANGEMENTS FOR ABSORBING THE VARIETY OF SCENARIOS, THIS HYDRO PROTOTYPE WILL PROVIDE A 
MEDIUM AND OR INTERFACE BETWEEN THE NEW ENVIORNMENT AND THE USERS. 
THE DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE IS NOTTHE PERFECT SYSTEM, THE COUNTRY WILL CONSTANTLY BE DEPRIVED AND 
D U = G J E 二 O D OF RECOVERY, MAN WILL STARVE, RESOURCES WILL BE LIMITED, BUT FOR SURVIVAL ONE MUST PREVAIL IN THIS 







HK GOV. SELLS $6 BILLION 
(US 770 MILLION) OF 
SECURITISATIOJ ^ N D S 
BACKED BY TOLL REVENUES 
FROM 5 TUNNELS + 1 BRIDGE 
TO FINANCE FUTURE INFRASTRUCTURE 
BUDGET ADDRESS 08/09 
PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
THROUGH INFRASTRUCTURE 
INVESTMENT WILL BRING OVER 
$100 BILLION + 250,000 JOBS 





DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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TRAFFIC + TRANSPORTATION 
ROAD USE 
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r ^ ^ ± UPDATE 
• - PLANS + 
玄 ALLOCATE STOHTEGIES 
i FUNDS 
IMPROVISED NUCLEAR DEVICE 




：等lOLOGICAL DISPERSAL DEVICE 
IMPROVED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE 
FOOD CONTAMINATION 
FOREIGN ANIMAL DISEASE 
CYBER ATTACK 





NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS GUIDELINES 
-HOMELAND SECURITY 
CITIZEN EVACUATION , MEDICAL SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT 
OnsiTE i n c i d e n t 十 SHELTER IN PLACi + DISTRIBUTION 
AGRICULTURE 
SAFFTY + DFFFNSF 
MANAGEMENT 
CRITICAL RESOURCE 








INFORMATION + WANRING 
/ y ISOLATION + QUARANTINE 
/ Z , EXPLOSIVE DEVICE 




EMERGENCY PUBLIC SAFETY 
+SECURITY RESPONSE 
MASS PROPHYLAXIS 
SEARCH + RESCUE 
RESPONDER SAFETY + HEALTH 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE K i m W O N G 
PROPORTION OF GDP IN HIGHEST RISK 
AREAS FROM 1+HAZARDS 
PROPORTION OF GDP IN HIGHEST RISK 
AREAS (ECONOMIC LOSSES) 
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF DISASTER RISK 




1.6%T0TAL AREA AT RISK 
20.6% POPULATION AT RISK 
20.8% GDP AT RISK 
RANK: 
INDIA 
41.9%TOTAL AREA AT RISK 
55.6% POPULATION AT RISK 
62 .7% GDP AT RISK 
RANK: 20 
H O N G KONG 
51.4% TOTAL AREA AT RISK^ 
29.5% POPULATION AT RISK 
28.1% GDP AT RISK 
GDP AT RISK FROM 
1 + H A Z A R D S 
=0.78-1! 
RANK: 39 
13人820 BILLION US 635 MLLION US 301 BILLION US 
G 6 P (PPP) GDP (PPP) GDP (PPP) 
ECOLOGICAL < > ECONOMICAL 
V 
NATURAL DISASTER INSURANCE 
WESTEF 
CHINA-WEST_upC 贺微EoSVEURPATG〇E5OOK。腦 AGE 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
* WANCHAn59.3«) 
NEWTERRITORIESN0FTH501 







16220 PEOPLE KNi'SQ 
TOTAL POPULATION 6,920,800 'I 
D Y S T O P I C I N F R A S T R U C T U R E Kim WONG 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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231, 000 CUBIC M 
686,000 CUBIC M 
80,000 CUBIC M 
1,490,000 CUBIC M 
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；HEK PIK1963 
• • • 24.461.00 CUBIC M 
592,043,000 CUBIC M M STORED IN RESERVOIR 





s BUILT ENVIORNMENT 
TYPOGRAPHY 
BUILT ENVIORNMENT 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
SHENZHEN WATER SUPPLY SCHEME 
METRES YANTIANTUNNEL " I SHENZHEN RESERVOIR 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
FVfRY DROP COUNTS > 
一 SHUTTLE PRODUCES WATER 
‘ A S l T S F U P i . CFLL 
HYDROCiFN+OXYGFN > FIFCFTRICITY 
: S P A C E SHUTTLE WILL GRADUALLY LOSE 
—WATER BFCAUSE OF INFFFICIFNCY IN THF 
SUPPORT SYSTEM 
WASTE WATER EVAPORATES AND 
RFTURNS AS FRESH RAWWATFR-> 
NATURAL FORM OF DlSTILLAnON 
PEOPLE ON EARTH, FLICK FAUCET 
FOR HLAUILY AVAILABLL WAVER 
AT HIGH PRESSURE 
TO SHOWF 
WER 
NOT 100% EFFICIENT 
ISS o r SPACE SHUTTLES 
MIMICS THIS NATURAL PROCESS 
SPACE 4 L T O SHO' 
DfcNIZtNS USE 1/10 
ISS USES IODINE AS DISINFECTANT 
LOWVAPOUn PRESSURE (STABLE) 
HALOGEN OXIDIGIN AGENT 
ON EARTH WASTE WATER IS PHYICALLY FILTERED BY 
L GRANU ARSOII AND PURIFIFD AS MICROBFS IN THF 
SOIL BHfrAK DOWN URbA 
NATURAL TOPOGRAPHY 
URBANISED AREA RECLAIMED LAND 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W〇NG 
GDP NETHERLANDS: 871 B j l l j O ^ y S 
GDP HONG KONG: 215.4 BILLION US 
WATER + ITS EVOLUTION OVERTIME 
ONLY FUNTIONS IF SYSTEM ISKDT TAMPERED 
DRAIN MARSHLANDS AND LAKES 
COLLECTS WATHR OF SPRING AND GROUND 
1 
OANAT SYSTEM - 10-12M FROM ONE SHAFT TO ANOTViER 
SWEATING OF WATER R O M WATER CONTAINING BEDROCK 
bUJ V t M b • ;-
- s H h 
VIA WATtR TABLE 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
^ O A D NETWORKS 
i 
•1乂 々d广 
"THE CITY AFTER RECONFIGURATION WILL BE "UN-
LEASHED AND ALLOWED TO GROW AND TRANSFORM: 
PAUL EDWARDS V t 嚷 
—TV 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
卜丨K-SZ舊••醒 
’ 霞 騰 驅 
鬻 COMPOSmON OF RO即NFRASTRUCTURE 
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D Y S T O P I C I N F R A S T R U C T U R E KITTI W O N G 
BLACK SPOTS 
A B E R D E E N 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
DYSTOPiC INFRASTRUCTURE 
THE ROUTE 
• PUMPING STATION 
_ TREATMENT STATION 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
















DEFENSE M E C H A N I S M 
THE ANCIENTTIMES ONLY LARGE POWERFUL CITIES AND STRATEGIC 
STRONGHOLDS COULD AFFORD TO RING 
THEMSELVES WITH DEFENSfVE WALLS. 
IRREGULAR PLANNING Of VILLAGES MARK A 
CONSCIOUS ATTEMPTTO CONFUSE ATTACKERS. 
THE M I D D L E A G E S 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE K i m W O N G 
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H H • MYSTERIOUS CORRIOOR/ 0 • HOOl 
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1 8 M HEIGHT 
DEFEND COUNTRYSIDE FROM FRENCH NAVAL RAIDS 
ENTRANCE； KEEP 
HARLECH CASTLE 
DEFENSE STFtATEGr A REFLECTION 
OF FIRING ARTELLERiESOF ATTACK 
BEAUMARIS-CASTLE 
REALISATION Of SIMILAR FIRING STRATEGIES 
EMPLOYED CAN BE APPUED TO DEFENSE AREAS 
CAERPHILLYCASTLE 
CONCENTRIC DEFENSE 
INNER SQUARE PROTECTED 
BY OUTER WARD 
KILDRUMMY YCASTLE 
LEGION HOUSE 
PLACED NORTHERN CORNER 
FURTHEST FROM ATTACK POINT 
BOTHWELL CASTLE 




OUT OF WATER 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI WONG 
DISTANCE'； 
AVULNERABLE CURTATN WALLFORTIFIED BY 
PROJECTING TOWERS PLACED AT INTERVALS. 
DISTANCE BETWEEN EACH TOWER DICTATED BY 
EFFEAIVE RANGE OF THE WEAPONS USED-
B. WALL ANDTOWERWERE SUPPORTING 
ELEMENTS TO FIGHT WAR. TOWERS WERE THEN 
LATHR SHAPED TO DEFLECT ATIUERY 
C 4 CENTURY BC 
INTRODUCTION OF THE CATAPULT. 
LARGER AND HEAVY TOWERS WERE ALSO BUILT 
TO HOUSE MORE PIECES FOR DEFENSE. 
CONCENTRIC DESIGN DEFENSIVE SYSTEM OF THE GREEK CITIES 
2 BASIC SYSTEMS OF DESIGN 
DtSCtPUNE GIVES WAY TO THE LOCATION 
OF PLACE HENCE FORM VAWEDTO 
COMPLIMENT THE MANNER OF SfTUATION 
LOCATION BASED SO FORCES COULD 
BE ARRANGED IN USUAL ORDER.THIS 
LEADS TO SAME FORMS AS ESTABLISHED 
DlSCfPUNE IS CONSTANTLY APPUED-
HENCE LOCATJONS CONFORM. 
^ > 1 
OEVfLOPMEl^ OF THE TOWER AS DEFENSIVE MECHANISM 
^ — T O W E R S AT C O R N E R S 
S E T DIAGONALLY 
— A T T E N D A N T CASTLE 
FORT OF S A X O N S H O E S ( BR ITA IN ) 
F I R S T M A J O R COASTAL D E F E N S E 
STRATEGIC- HARBOUR , R I V E R MOUTH 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
THE ANGENT TIMES 
WORLD WAR li-STRATEGICAL + TACTICAL 
MOSTWIDESPRCAD / 
TOTAL WAR OF MAS OESTRUCTON U^PdN MAN 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
DEFENSE 
CASTLES GROUPED FOR 
INTERDEPENDENCE 
LANDSCAPE OF POWER 
LANDSCAPE AND BUILT FORM 
/ Z i 
. 7 
CANNONIERES 
DEVELOPMENT OF CASUE FEATURES FOR 
MINIMUM EXPOSURE 








THICK HIGH WALLS 
SECURED ENTRY GATES 
RINGS OF DEFENSE 
HOLD OUT EVEN ONE 
HAS FAILED 
POSTERN GATE 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
CAPOmiBR -A COyeHED 
ACROSS A DITCH 
SHELTEP^D COMMUNICATION 
S O M ⑶ I N CASeS US6D 
THE DEFeNa:、CJ卜 DiTCH 
NFRA5TRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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E C U M E N O P O L I S " 
"ECUMENOPOLIS" , CONSTANTINOS DOXIADIS 'S CITY PROPOSAL 
IS A C I T Y P L A N E T W I D E C I T Y F O R A L L T H E PLANET'S INHABITANTS. 
"THE DAY WILL C O M E W H E N ALL SUCH INSTALLATIONS WILL 
BE BELOW THE SURFACE. G O O D S WILL BE TRANSPORTED 
T H R O U G H U N D E R G R O U N D TUBES. . .BEFORE VERY LONG, WE 
SHALL WE TRAVELLING UNDERNEATH OUR CITIES AT SPEEDS 
OF 60 -200MILES A N H O U R S . . . W H E N THIS P R O G R A M HAS BEEN 
CARRIED OUT, WE WILL THEN ATTAIN THE SOLUTION, W H I C H IS 
PART OF PRIME IMPORTANCE TO US: FREEING THE SURFACING 
OF THE EARTH FOR M A N TO ENJOY A N D TO USE FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF HIS ARTISTIC GIFTS." 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
/ f ^ \ 
1 
— ^ 
…t ！ 却 一 
0 
0 
’ 0 。 / 0 
DY5T0PIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
HOW ^CITIES' RESPOND 
arYcnYCinf.„ 
SELFISH ENTITIES 
WITH LITTLE /NO 




XENTRES OF CONSUMPTION 
lONFINEMENTOF SPACE 
GLOBAL ECONOMV\ >\SCARCE RESOURCES 




FRAGMENT OF THE LIVING WORLD 
A PLACE TO SOCIALIZE 
COMMODITY OF MONEY 
LAND MASS WITH BUILDINGS\\ CONTAINER OF ACTIVITIES 
GOVERNAN(#+ ADN^IISTRATION 
# 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
SETTLEMENTS AND ORDER UTOPIA --> DYSTOPIA --> BACK TO UTOPIA? 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSES CAPITALISM 
〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
〇 〇 〇 〇 
〇 
• 
CIRCULAR GEOMETRY OF TIPIS CROSSED CIRCLE- SYMBOL 
STARK GEOMETRY OF ORGANISATION CENTRAL GROWTH POINTS OF 
SHANG DYNASTY CHINA, PERFECT SQUARE MANY EMERGENT CITIES MARKED 
IDEAL LAYOUT BY HOLY BUILDING/ SPIRITUAL HUB 
HIEROGLYPH.SYMBOL FOR TOWN/CITY 
MEDIEVEL CITY-
FORTIFIED BY RING WALLS 
— 集 爾 
• • • • • • • • • • ! ! • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
BURSTING OUT 




• • • • 
• • • • 
BURSTING OUT 
SPRAWL OF MODERN CITIES 
CROSSED CIRCLE- SYMBOLE 
STATIC SETTLEMENTS DYNAMIC SETTLEMENTS 
！EFORE C19TH ONLY T H R E E CITIES W I T H 1 M I L L I O N M A R K 
ROME , C O N S T A N T I N O P O L E A N D P E K I N G - CAP ITALS O F E M P I R E S 
C17TH E N L I G J T E N M E N T 
C18TH + 19TH INDUSTR IAL R E B O L U T I O N 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
N E W H O U S I N G F O f t C M U S A T W N 1 9 U 2 0 S r T A L I A N F U T U R I S T 
19J2 enoAOACf^s FA^WWGHT 
T R A l N S T A n O N . K X W M . T O W E R S A f E O N L Y A U T O M O B i U W R S J S r 
j&k 
# 
1898SATEUirt TOWNS R U S S I A N C O N S T R U C T I V l S f T S 
G A R O C N O T Y - e e i N I E Z f R H O W A R D S O V I E T P A V I L I O N • M E l N t K O V 
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)960S WtTABOUSM JAPAN 
VUl t SPATIALE . YONA FWEDMAJiFUN PALACE 
AV0I0<NCI>4£ GROUND MOeil t , fAST. CHEAP 
1969 PtUG IN Cmr- ARCmGflAM 
8K>M£CHANK:AL TKHNO UTOPIA 





MICH W A S U a Of WATER 
POttUTEOWAISR 
$ ( w A a p o u y r t o 
TOMC FUMES IN ATMOSPMt R£ 
e W O W O MATt f tMS UMO AM) OrSCABJHD 
lOW COWUMPTtON • WAU 
SlliVACi£F£(«TTU2ISS0«. 
« f K:«NT Ah® CUAN FOSSIL FUtlS 
R£UStC>«CirCUO B t / l l O ^ MATtftUU. 
<c»ftm» iKm 
C I R I E S A N D THEIR 
C L A S S I F Y ATK)NS 
THF GRtD 
M E T A B O L I S M C I R C U l AR V S I I N E A R 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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DYSTOPIA 
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C O N T f l l 8 U T I O N S 
S O C l O i O S r S T S u T O P i A 
T M f l O f A l C I T Y 
S W I U S 
KITTI W O N G 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
v j r u s i l Y i x n 議 
0U8LIC SPACE 
COMMUNITIES 





BASIC UNIT (EC ROOM) 
CLIMATIC BORDER 
UTOPfA 1 ELEMENT. ENTRC^ PIA - ALL 
NATURE AND FOOD 
BUILD A B£ HER WORLD NATURE 
MAN tS NOT PERFECT 
S H a L s | N T R O P I # 




COMMODITY OF TIME 


























CHANGE IN LIFESTYLE 
ATTITUDE 
PERCEPTION 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
V d ttlftt 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
P E R S O N A L S C A L E 
jnnm^. 
、种 tMltMf 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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22 30 LATTITUDE 
114,10 LONGITUDE 
•8 TIMEZONE 
600 KW'H/ MONTH 300 KVM' MONTH 







713 MILLION CUBIC M OF WATER FROM DONGIANG 
SEAWATER FLUSHING - 745 000 CUBIC M 
FRESH WATER CONSUMPTION -949 13 MILLION CUBIC M 
SEA WATER CONSUMPTION - 271 96 MILLION CUBIC M 
SEAWATER FLUSHING - 745 000 CUBIC M 
I WIND ROSE I 
RAINFALL COLLECTED - 2215 7 MM 
AV. RAINFALL COLLECTED - 1663.4 MM 
YIELD FROM CATCHMENT AREA - 126.69 MILLION CUBIC M 
70-80% FROM DONGIANG |HYRD0 D A T ^ 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI WONG 
i n u 




I POPULATION GLOBAL VS LOCAL | 
WORLD POPULATION 
I POPULATION GLOBAL VS LOCAL \ 
/FI&NFTGE DENSITY 
E M ) PERSON/ SQKW 
60% OF 2MILLI0N 
Y W =1.2 ‘ L I O N 
\ @ 二0.3885 MILLION 
I TYPOGRAPHY] 





 A V A V A V 
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 M M M 
3 35 MILLION TONNES OF CARGO 
90 INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES 
5 100 SCHEDULED PASSENGERSWEEK 
• 3.78M/DAY 





BLACK POINT 2500 WW GAY 
PENNY BAY 300 MW GAS/DISEL 
CASTLE PEAK 4108 MW COAUOIUGAS 
TSING YL GAS 
HK/PENNISULA 
POPULATION HKE LAMMA 3736 MW COAUNATURAL GAS 
[OTHER PUBLIC TRANSPORT (LAND) | I ELECTRICITY] 
USAGE I JMtaiON I f W n i f i f 
UNES 399 ROUTES 4000B 
USAGE 27 MtlLKiN； DAY f f f t t t t t t 肌 。 
PUBLtC LiGKT BUS 
LiNES (1660 RED BUSES 2690 GREEN BUSESi 
USAGE 2.Q WiLLIO i^ DAY ^ ^ t f ^ W ^ ^ 
CENTRAL ESCAiATOR 
UNES 20 eSCMATOWS 3 MOVING PLATFORMS 
USAGE 35 OOC _ ttfftttttt 
m 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
TOTAL AREA OF HK BUILT AREA ARE^AFLWDE^ 
|1 / 2 BUILT AREA FLOODEDI 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
TUNNELS 
I TRANSPORTATION | 
INE PERIMETER COASTLI LENGTH ( R ^ I D ) 175KM 
LENGTH (LIGHT] 36.2KM 
211 2KM 
376MIIU0N DAY 帐 
< STAND»4G TRAJN 
»ACtTY 360 SEATS 
W l f l l 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
TSEUN WAN - 884 700 
SHATIN - 735 000 
TUEN MUN - 506 000 
TAI PO 347 000 
YUEN LONG | SHEUNG SHUI - 139 500 
FAILING - 254 500 
TSEUNG KWAN 0 - 450 000 
TIN SHUI WAI 292 300 
TUNG CHUNG - 220 000 
I LAND u s a g e ] 
INEW t o w n s ] 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 




U N D E R THE HOSP ITAL 
AUTHORITY ( EST , 1991) 
8 HK ISLAND WEST 
7HK ISLAND WEST 
6 KOWLOON CENTRAL 
7 KOWLOON WEST 
3 KOWLOON WEST 
4 NEW TERRITORIES WEST 
7 NEW TERRITORIES EAST 
8 OUTLYING ISLANDS 
I HOSPITAL AUTHORITYI 
950K!NDER&ARTE!^ 
601 PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
9 UNIVERSITIES 
61 SPECIAL EDUCATiONS 
ISCHOOLSI 





THE BUILT ENVIORNMENT 
K l T T I W U N b 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
LEISURE 
25 SPORTS GROUND 
37 SWIMMING COMPLEXES 
41 BEACHES 
88 SPORTS CENTRES 
• 238 SOCCOR PITCHES 
] 2 0 5 VOLLEYBALL COURTS 
] 2 6 1 TENNIS COURTS 
] 2 9 4 SQUASH COURTS 
] 6 7 8 CHILDREN'S 
PLAYGROUND 
I P ^ S + GARDENS! 
100% IMPORTED 
I FOOD P R O D U ^ 
NW NEW 
TERRITORIES 
K M EISHING 
pNNSS 
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CONCLUSION 3125 RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS AFFECTED 
397 RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS AFFECTED 
PHYSICAL 
GEOGRAPHY PEOPLE BUILT ENVIORNMENT 
37508 BUILDINGS AFFECTED 
RESOURCES 
110 4 SQKM BUILT AREA 
AFFECTED 
sn% DF THP R1 III T ARFAI 
4.4885 MILLION AFFECTED 
11.2MILLI0N PASSENGER 
JOURNEYS AFFECTED 
25 GOVERNMENT HOSPITALS AFFECTED 
760 KINDERGARTENS AFFECTED 
25 GOVERNMENT HOSPITALS AFFECTED 
6389 MWATTS KLN + KLN AFFECTED 
3756 MWAHS HK ISLAND AFFECTED 
949.13 MILLION CUBIC NEEDED 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
J f • 夢 續 复 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
H T F ! 
f l r r f f i 
P<X)1UM L fcm 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE Kim WONG 
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^ D D 
M I J 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CENTRE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CENTRE 
RECREATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL 
O L 
G 3 . 
INSTITUTIONAL RECREATIONAL 
REVENUE TOWER 
DYSTOPIC INFRASTRUCTURE KITTI W O N G 
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THE CITY IS CONNECTED THROUGH A SINGLE ROOF 
BENEATH WHICH WILL HOUSE ALL THE NECESSITIES 
FOR LIFF AFTER THE CATASTROPHE 
PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANELS WILL CAPTURE DAYLIGHT 
THROUGHOUT DAY TO STORE AS ENERGY TO DRIVE 
THE NECESSARY PROCESSES 
WIND THAT PASSES THE ROOF WIL L PASS THROUGH 
AND DRIVE ATUBULARTURBINE PRODUCING 
ELECTRICITY 
RAIN WATER WILL BE COLLECTED AND STORED IN 
SEVERAL TANKS TO BE USED FOR DAILY PURPOSES. 
SOME PROCESSED AND PURIFIED FOR 
CONSUMPTION 
RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY 
HYDRO-WIND-SOLAR-BIOMASS 
HYDRO POWERO / RAINWATER COLLECTION 
SHOWER EARTH - SOL 
SHOWER SPACE-4L 
AVERAGE WATER CONSUMPTION - 1L/DAY 
1L = 1/1000MA3 
IRRIGATION 1L/ 5QM 
TOTAL WATER CONSUMPTION 10OOOL/DAY 
SOLAR 
AVERAGE AREA OF FLAT = 74 SQM 
1000 UNITS = 74, 000 SQM 
AVERAGE USAGE OF ELECTRICITY 600KW/HR 
PER MONTH 
SUNNY CLIMATE 2KW PER PV SYSTEM 
PRODUCES 300KW/HR/ MONTH 
2KW PV = 240 SQFT OF SOLAR PANELS = 22 
SQM OF PV 
1000 UNITS = 22,000 SQM 
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f ^ F SURFACE AREA THE NEED TO RELY ON INFRASTRUaURETO ASSIST ON THE 50% 
INEFFICIENCY OR TO CREATE ADDmONAL ENERGY COLLECTORS 
LEGEND 
SYSTEM I EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE 
SYSTEM li ROOF TOP ！ PLUG -IN GREEN 
SYSTEM III ABOVE 60M 
SYSTEM IV SEA LEVEL | PLUG IN PORTAL 
SYSTEM V BELOW 60M 
SYSTEM VI BASEMENT / UNDERGROUND 
ELECTRIGTY 
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PLUG m MORTAL' 
-A PLUG IN "mATW ILL "CREXTI M^-NY Dl FF EfiENT 
EEMENTS CONFIGUFWTIONS FOR 
DIFFERENTUSAGESUNDERVARIOIJSSCENARIOS 
-ACTflS SKYBRIDG B CON N ECTING &U ILDINGS 
-A TEMPO明RY PLflCTFORM FORSUPPORTVESSELS 
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PLUGIN^GREEN 
SOUTH FMCIMG IWIADt 
OPT1NUMANGLEAT22DEjGS 
EA<"H UNITHASAMETEf iCOMTPOLUNG 
AMOUNTOF ELKTWCn-y PEPMITTED 
US fS WtNO TO CREATE 0OTV) AND VE 
PRESSURE AT THE OUTVET SrSTBW W!U 
PROCXJCt W ASONABU VtNTllATK3N 
THROUGH STACK VENTILATION 
V W D C O W L S ASSIST PURGt VEMITLATION BY 
d r a w i n g Aft VtNTlLATlON BY DRAWING AIR 
FfiOW INDWCXiAL FLOORS TMROOGM 
NORTH DUC TS 
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FLEXIBILITY IN ITS CONSTRUCTH 
ALLOWS MANY DIFFERENT COFIGURATIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR DIFFERENT USAGES AND SCENARIOS 
LIST OF ACHIEVEMENTS 
1. ACTS AS BUILDING INTERFACE TO THE SUPPORTING VESSELS 
2. PROVIDES A SKELETAL FRAMEWORK TO CONNECT BUILDING TO BUILDING PROVIDING SKYBRIDGE5 
3. A EVACUATION FLOATING DEVICE 
4. A PONTOON PLATFORM THAT WILL TAKE FORM OF THE THE "GROUND" WITHIN THE LOCI OF BUILDINGS 
FRAME FIXES ONTO 
D0WNSTAND/UP5TANDBEAM 
WHERETHEREIS A 
BAYWINDOW HINGE CLAMPS 
FIX AT THE PERPENDICULAR L 
FRAME 
4 V w 
- - J 
1. BUMPER STRUCTURE 
2. HINGED CONNECTIONS AT TOP ALLOW THE ADDITION OF CANOPY 
3. FLEXIBLE SCISSOR CONFIGURATION ACTS5 AS FRAMING STRUCTURE 
4. FITTED ADJUSTABLE ENGAGEMENTS 
5. FIXED AJUSTABLE HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BARS 
6. THE CAB WITH TRANSITIONAL COMPONENTS 
7. SERVICIN FLOORING MOVES FROM FULLY RETRACTED TO STATIONARY POSfTION 
a.ACTUATOR IN PULLEY CONFIGURATION 
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1.PV MEMBRANE CANOPY 
2. PONTOON STRUCTURE 
3. PLUG IN PORTAL STRUCTURE 
4. HOLLOW PVC DECKING 
5. BOUYS 
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THE EPILOGUE OF THE FUTURE -
TALE OF THE EMERGENT HYDROPHILE 
With growing concerns over the global issues of our environment, it has become one of the most controversial topics of the 21st 
century - the debate of the effects of global warming and the speculations over its significance. 
The scenario takes place this very century in the year of 2050. A sudden unexpected news breaks out into the public that due 
to unforeseen blips in the data of atmospheric composition and thermal expansion of the sea, the Antarctic ice cap is and is 
already melting away at an unanticipated speed. The event is happening at such a rapid rate that within the next 50 years all 2.5 
kilometres thick, 30 million cubic kilometres of ice will be distributed to the water causing an overall rise of 60m . 
My thesis will look into the various scenarios that could arise such situations, providing a regional contingency plan to deal with 
the catastrophic flood over a period of 50 years providing 6 scenarios every 10 years as well as tackling the issue of abundant 
fresh water, which by then will become the imperative factor of the equation. The protagonist of this project is the flood, the 
supremacy of it will lead to great changes, some bad, some bizarre and some"utopian-esque". 
Hong Kong's urban fabric is complex; a 3 dimensional mesh that holds exemplar modern urban planning ideals. Infrastructure 
will be evolved; its role will inevitably no longer sustain at its current order, man will be forced to migrate, living habits will 
forever be altered. The entire city organization will instantly change forever; so revolutionary it becomes contagious on all 
strata of life. Health, culture, the social well-
extreme levels. 
If mere survival, mere continuance, is of interest, then the harder sorts of rocks, such as granite, have to be put at the top of the 
list as the most successful among macroscopic entities...But the rock's way of staying in the game is different from the way of 
living things. The rock, we may say, resist change, it stays put, unchanging. The living thing escapes change or by incorporating 
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change into its own being -Gregory Bateson. 
What would become of the world in the next century or so? Is it safe to say, it will be nothing short of life today, for the worse 
or possibly better? Man's actions from the centuries since we stepped foot on virgin land has been none other than dramatic, 
years of progression, innovation, inventions, war and terror. Over the past decades, numerous natural disasters are appearing, 
tsunamis, droughts, earthquakes, floods, magnitudes of such have reached levels of obscurity; lives lost, homes destroyed. 
Man has created the great and unimaginable but sadly has destroyed parts of the earth in doing so. Current solutions to 
repairing our global sphere seem static; photovoltaic panels, sustainable homes, recycling are steady approaches to tackling 
what we call the'global warming'as documented in Al Gore's 2006 Inconvenient Truth. 
According to sources, even without the catastrophic flood it is predicted that by 2100 a 0.5m rise in sea level will occur due 
to increases in greenhouse gases and thermal expansion contributing to the varying in sea levels . Though figure does not 
sound drastic, this increase will have an immense impact on the overall urban fabric of not only HK but globally. Frequently 
telecasted are the climate changes and the increasing number of disasters in China. Shanghai in particular is suffering along 
with other cities in the N, SW and Central China. Shanghai is sinking cause of two factors, firstly the sea level is on the rise and 
secondly the land is sinking making it more prone to floods in particular. Cost damages caused by a natural disaster rise with 
economical growth, a relationship where ecological factors counterbalance the economical. Only 2% of china is covered by 
damage insurance whereas in most western countries, it is up to 50%. 
To put into perspective the area of the Earth covered by water equals approximately 358, 000, 000 sq km, if the Antarctic 
ice cap melted the rise in sea level would be calculated by (Volume water in Antarctic ice cap)/ (Area covered with water)二 
approximately 60m rise in sea level. The UN's announcement in 2008 declared that there was significant reduction out of the 30 
glaciers; the change in was significantly greater than that of two years ago. 
Who are we to say another tsunami or unpredicted natural disaster is not plausible? We have seen in films where these are 
brought to he big screen, each one interpreting what could happen and how will man react. Should the Antarctic ice caps me.t, 
all 2 5 kilometres thick, 60m rise will be far more than what the typical Engineer, town planner, even government could da 
Planning for the "future" and I say with parenthesis, is not a frivolous act but a constant reminder and self-conscious one must 
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embed in one's mind. Tackling the current dilemmas with pessimistic, fear and a mind for all possibilities. 
perhaps revealing and insightful is learning from the past and current government structure, though it may seem particularly 
inconsequential to relate to such factors, understanding small regulations can help reveal a bigger picture. This leads to studying 
Hong Kong and its "genetic makeup" as mentioned earlier. In terms of catastrophes, Hong Kong has a relatively high economic 
risk from multiple hazards, with 51.4% total area at risk, 29.5% population at risk and 28.1% GDP at risk. Other countries such 
as the US has a 1.6% total area at risk, 20.6% population at risk and 20.8% GDP at risk while Bangladesh 41.9% total area at risk, 
55.6% population at risk and 62.7% GDP at risk. 
Hong Kong has over the years become an identity of its own, with a sense of place and recognition that it has since the early 
20th century stand as the Asian Tiger. A natural disaster could overnight twist the fate of this country, which is constantly, 
growing economically with the aid of the finance hub. In May 2004 the Hong Kong government sold $6 billion (US 770MiNion) 
of securitasation bonds backed by toll revenues from 5 tunnels and 1 bridge to finance infrastructure projects. The current 
GDP (purchasing power parity) 301 billion US (ranked 39) compared to Netherlands, which is 635 billion US (ranked 20) and 
the States with GDP 13,820 billion US ranked at first place. The GDP PPP is a good indication on the economical equilibrium 
exchange rates between countries often linked to the Big Mac index. 
There lies a relationship between the ecological and economical aspects of every county, globalisation, which is dominantly, 
linked to economic development looks into the capital market. "Economic innovation went hand in hand with a cultural and 
architectural innovation...Architecture has turned more frequently to the devices of spectacle and event." Back in the 19th 
Century, early economic innovation a became a dire necessity, during the period of the Enlightenment there were discoveries 
and breakthroughs- Einstein, Plank and Newton to name a few prepared ground for science, technology and industry. Leading 
up to the increase of good technology, war broke through, paradoxical changes altered to the requirements of survival (including 
economical terms) in terms of weapons of mass destruction. 
Water. One of the 5 elements, its importance is beyond comprehension, we need it, but too much of it leads can diverge to 
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problems. Only 2% of the water body is fresh out of the 1.3 billion cubic kilometres worth on earth, two-thirds of this fresh water 
is unavailable for consumption when in its snow or it ice physical state. As the population grows, water becomes one of the 
most overtaxed resources. The demand becomes overwhelmed and countries currently in the rut of deficit have had to come 
up with solutions to tackling a back up plan to support the hundreds of thousand to millions of people. 
Infrastructure, the backbone and nervous system of all cities, it is of geographically distinct systems derived from NATO's 1949 
plan of western military alliance. The western union comprised of Britain, France, Netherlands, Belgium Luxembourg, had at the 
time, in their mind to develop airfields, communication projects and defence quarters - the scheme was called "infrastructure 
program" which implied trans-national benefits underlying common defence. The term describes the necessary installations 
that would be of public benefit even to those outside of geographical range, not only that, after the depression in the States, the 
public work produced widespread employment. Its legacy strategic and primary role of operation - connection, we can learn 
from this system and apply come design stage. 
Infrastructure development usually falls into the hands of the engineer. At the first [CIAM] congress in 1928, four key functions 
of the cities were identified, of the first three were: dwelling, working and recreation. Traffic was later added of which bonded 
spatially and in a coordinated manner to the first three. Traffic had one and only one objective that was to bring the other three 
into effective communication. Movement infrastructures, including road, rail, metro and airline systems define places and 
coordinate things in their range and scope; they constitute places and regions as they connect them, making them knowable 
and coherent and part of local, urban, regional, and even global structures of knowledge and action. Infrastructure and its role 
has for the past century has been waived for having to function on a social level, even aesthetically of ecologically due to the 
limited public budget. Standardization became an outcome of the necessitation. 
Infrastructure and its breakthrough came upon in the last Century when American planning association turned from a City 
Beautiful attitude to a more functionalist approach of a city as a system. Instead of restructuring the American city with 
monumental architecture and public space, a more systematic approach broke through under the demands of technology, 




Globalisation is seen today, from a position of abstraction somewhere outside the process, as a Universalization of the effects 
of technology in a generalized progress towards a "Technification of nature". In general, culture is still a dimension of urbanism 
that is at best perceived to be the de facto by-product of urban ism's physical conditions. We argue however that culture serves 
a useful and necessary starting point for interventions at the infrastructure scale. The city grows or changes because of active 
forms circulating within it - a technical innovation such as an elevator, a spatial product, a law, a real estate wrinkle, a financial 
formula, a material imperative, or a persuasion. They contribute deliberate tools for adjusting organizational constitution to 
render mixtures that are, for instance, homogenous, heterogeneous, monopolistic, oligarchic, open or recursive. 
Always useful are precedences that 
country's constant fear of the rising 
tacking these issues this very days, inspiration will be drawns from the Netherlands. The 
^ — level has been a battle over the century, new technologies and government investment 
to creating new infrastructure which will prevent the floods. Currently the US has the 100 years flood risk, Netherlands on the 
otherhand looks into the 10,000 year flood risk-an extreme level of precautionary attitute. With 25% of the country below sea 
level it has developed the Delta Works project reinforcing the dutch sea defense. New networks of dykes are put in place, it is 
cited that whole projects costs 100 euros per dutchman per year and if these preventions were to lead up to the next 100 years, 
it would take 300 euros a year per person. The long term basis of the Delta Works meant from the starting day in the 1980s, 
a 30 year construction period was acknowledge, the Europoortkering costs the Dutch 660 million euros and the Maseslandt 
Barrier completed in 1997 costs 450 million euros. The system incorporates intergrated water management, delta technology 
and water technology, where water supply is catagorised into domestic and industrial with flood management risk system. 
The Dutch are a valuable precedence to examine further, the long term measures take upon help save lives and on the whole 
a large sum of the countries assets and money stores. In 2005 hurricane Katrina wiped out large parts of New Orleans, total 
damages cost the US government 81.2 billions US, other floods in the past have also led to loses to the society. In 1994 River Po 
flooded, there were 9300miHion losses to the society and the country was insured for $300 million US, a year later River Rhine 
caused 2000 million US in damage with $780 million US insured. 
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Growing Water by UrbanLab is a project that responds closely to an April 2007 United Nations article predicting that by 2025, 
two thirds of the world's population will face water shortages. Studies look into Chicago and the historical engineering works: 
the reversal of the Chicago River (1892), deep tunnelling {1970s) and the city's boulevards and parks. The three events changed 
the whole perception of water; Chicago River was the first of its time to flow away from its mouth. Back in the 19th century, 
problem of flooding and pollution was evitable, to solve these issues a 109 mile long underground tunnel system that would 
intercept sewer and storm water overflow and convey it to storage reservoirs and treatment plants from there iw would flow 
onward over subcontinent divide to the Mississippi. The tunnel has a holding capacity of 15.6 billion gallons of wastewater. 
UrbanLab looks into the benefits of Eco-boulevards, with a partnership with the City of Chicago, their research contunies to 
develop the storm water management- a sewer system that will be cultivated in each neighbourhood to harvest and return 
clean water to the Lake Michigan. 
"Due to the interconnected nature or infrastructure ecologies, small-scaled adjustments in technology, new performative or 
typological constructs or a reorganization of constituent elements, may have vast repercussions in the mechanics of their 
operation." The late 20th century witnessed the establishment of a fine-grained mobility network and the production of a 
low-density urbanism, the 21st century defined by the consolidation of super-sized, multi-centred, networked urbanities, as the 
interconnection 
Is our current form of architecture appropriate for the days ahead of us? Surely there are other possibilities. "This architecture 
of spectacle is in fact an a-topia, as Dieter Hassenpflug has observed: a-topias are the new form of pseudo-utopias. They are 
real and at the same time without site: they are potentially everywhere and at the same time nowhere. Whereas the Utopias, 
of which dreams are made, create an image of a better life in the space and time of a nowhere, a-topias proliferate in the 
here and now, creations made of steel, glass, concrete, chlorophyll and water, or hardware and software, bits and bytes, m 
order to take control of dreams." Creating a Utopia or pseudo Utopias would be desired, but not plausible in this 21st century 
generation where politics, cost and construct ability pose a greater challenge with the government and the citizens. A cap must 
be enforced to lay the rules for the project scope in which it will be built towards- a law and set of standards for the next 100, 
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200 years into the future. 
Alejandro Zaera-Polo discusses the idea of flexible accumulation to a changing spatial pattern. In 'Order out of Chaos' urban 
structures are describe to have the requirements to maintain the flexibility so as to absorb a continuous spatial reformulation 
"without losing their specificity and centrality. The production and reorganisation of urban space acquire within late capitalism 
and extraordinary importance, despite the decreasing value of spatial boundaries." As fear strikes, one must start using the 
changes to adapt without apprehension and anxiety. A building should not only be used for'prevention' purpose, but also 
instead be integrated with everyday life and become a new form of lifestyle. Similarly, in Karin Knorr Cetina's"Epistemic cultures" 
it looks into the common modes of doing things in common situations and settings. In global networks, such as financial trader 
spheres, they maintain epistemic cultures by maintaining commensurability of knowledge, standards and equipment across 
the different sites in the network, and across working times and spaces. 
In the catastrophe theory and the epigenetic development and the concept of the chreod by Sanford Kwinter he talks about the 
word "chroed" which dervives from the Greek'the necessary pathways'. The chreod is a system that gathers the information and 
influences the necessary for it to make itself what it is. These chreods lead to the theory of formation in which "space is deelply 
implicated both in its geneisis and its product- a configuration space of conceptual landscape containing all possible points of 
decision within the design of a structure or the growth of an organism or system". The chroed can be expressed as a diagram 
or algorithm as Sandford Kwinter describes it is complex "sections of development reflecting the figures of time"...the chreod 
tells you general parameters that a shape will take on which are fully specific to be exact. One example would be smile, though 
a person ages from birth to death, there is a same regulatory chreod- it remains "recongnizable as a stable identity despite the 
manifold transformation." Hong Kong needs to theorectically adapt this concept, where the new formations and alterations do 
not implicate on the current positive inrastructure it has spent billions of dollars on. The future infrastructure imposed should 
be a stable transformation, developed only for the better without negleting the social aspects of the community. 
"Ecumenopolis", Constantinos Doxiadis's city proposal is a city planet wide city for all the planet's inhabitants. In his "The City 
(II)： Ecumenopolis: World City of Tomorrow" he argues that urbanization at the scale of his city in unavoidable. Believer in 
transmission infrastructure "the day will come when all such installations will be below the surface. Goods will be transported 
through underground tubes...before very long, we shall we travelling underneath our cities at speeds of 60-200miles an 
hours... When this program has been carried out, we will then attain the solution, which is part of prime importance to us: 
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freeing the surfacing of the earth for man to enjoy and to use for the development of his artistic gifts." The identification of time 
is a significant factor as it implements in any infrastructure design and that designing at such level will require looking into the 
future, "the real challenge does not lie whether or not to create the world-city; it lies in creating it correctly, taking into account 
the human factor, so that man who, at present, sees his values disintegrating around him, maybe able to find them again". 
The expression of infrastructure and its capabilities to expand rapidly under urban scale lies in Doxiasdi's assertion- all issues 
surrounding the idea of control, mobility and autonomy. 
Conduit Urbanism offers a strategy for intervention into infrastructure ecologies by catalysing intensification of existing 
highway corridors and combining emerging systems of renewable energy distribution, mass transit and freight. Proactive 
stance, actively organizing territory, forging connections, marshalling resources...To really deal with our environmental crisis 
will require serious behavioural modifications and sacrifice. "Energy functions as a fog that blurs the distinctions between 
nature and machines, living organisms and persons, mechanical work and human action while feeding fantasies that organize 
society and reshape individuals into efficient and productive processes... We are no less enslaved whether the car runs on coal 
or hydrogen; whether the light bulb shines because of water or wind." 
Though as cliched as it may sound, standardisation will be highly implemented, due to the greater flexibility it provides in a 
bottom up situation, its ability to expand due to the growing changes will favour further needs of replacement or alternations. 
What the central system will do it effectively infiltrate the"never-have been-done-before"attitude by providing a central access 
point where the service will be shared. The power grid will not be the same before, instead every until will now be plugged into 
a regional to a sectional grid. 
"The city after reconfiguration will be"unleashed and allowed to grow and transform." Scenario planning to anticipate a range of 
possible futures while still taking physical form." It is not about predicting the future but establishing the limits and possibilities. 
Built to absorb and mitigate crisis- it must be a system that can deform and correct in the face of adversity - has the capacity to 
grow and to change and to respond to unexpected conditions. Globalization connotates closely to heavy weighted words such 
as"power","progress"and"prosperity"of all which are liberal states embodying the country's very own state ... m our world, trial 
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and error plays a role in reestablishing and restructuring weaknesses to strengths. Haiti's earthquake in 2010 is evident of the 
utter demise of all infrastructures in Port Au Prince; there was dire emergency when the critical infrastructures of the hospitals, 
police stations were all affected by the quake. "In science fiction's dystopia futures, once the service network fails, social norms 
are abandoned in the fight for survival." 
A complex system such as a city can only take and absorb in so much at a certain time, "we have a tendency to forget that 
changes in lifestyle and expectation happen at very different rates than changes to the built environment" Hong Kong is a 
multidimensional city, which a super modern take on the social, economical and political spheres, its tackle to density gives 
it a relationship between the economic innovation and the cultural and architectural innovation. How is out world organized 
today? Ecosystems support human existence, by providing services that include the flow of materials, energy and information 
from the biosphere." It is therefore by design; the synthesis of the city is developed as a whole. 
Manipulate surfaces to increase its . , 
to its full potentials. To say the least, especially in Hong Kong, the impact of infrastructure not only has expand the possibilities 
of living further out into the suburbs, it has been able to create concentrated pockets of density. These pockets so dense trigger 
activity. The notion is wholly democratic; it "represents the investment by the state into systems that allow the movement and 
exchange of information, without specifying the content of that information or the range of the movement." 
Changing certain aspects in life on a large scale can sound ambitious, but in Sweden in 1965, entire country agreed to switch 
directions at 4:50 am Sept 4, if a country of greater population can accomplish this, there should be no doubt such cannot be 
achieved close to home. 
Utopia, Entopia, Dystopia... Which? 
Scenarios is what will be explored over the course of my thesis, the possibilities (both optimistic and pessimistic) will be delved 
into regardless of the moral implications. It will be about the discovery of options. Before confrontation, identification of the 
site, data, facts, figures, geographical make-up is fundamental. Hybrid, multi-ellibria, hierarchical systems of which patterns 
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at high levels emerge from the local interactions among the multiple agents interacting among themselves and with their 
environment...[They are] prototypical complex adaptive systems, which are open, non-linear, and highly unpredictable. Let it 
be dysfunctional, Utopian _ paradise like or lifeless, the future will be what we decide it to be. So, why not make it a better place, 
a place where we will be proud of, a place where life will be better than the current and a place where we can stand tall and be 
arrogant of what is achieved collectively. 
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